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Q
Should I be concerned about
my employees looking at my
patients’ medical records for
reasons not related to their job
duties?

AYes, and you should take
disciplinary action immediately
if you discover an inappropriate

access by one of your employees. According
to news reports, employees of University
Medical Center in Tucson were fired
when the hospital discovered they had
inappropriately accessed the medical
records of Representative Gabrielle Giffords
and other victims of the Tucson shooting.
Under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (“HlPAA), health care
providers must have in place safeguards
to protect patient information. These
safeguards must include reasonable
efforts to limit employee access to patient
information to those employees who need
access based on the jobs they perform.
Anyone can file a complaint with the federal
Office of Civil Rights alleging a violation of
HIPAA. The OCR can then decide whether
to investigate the complaint. If the OCR
finds a violation occurred, they have the
power to resolve the case with the provider
through informal means, such as voluntary
compliance or corrective action (including
employee discipline). If a satisfactory
resolution is not reached, the OCR may
impose civil monetary penalties or refer
the matter to the Department of Justice for
criminal prosecution.
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From Silos to Solutions:
Integrating Data for Research Stu

BY ESTHER YU

esearchers face many logistical issues when performing a research

j(
Chief among those issues are how to collect and organize high qualit’
how to assess and use that data in a timely and efficient way, and ho
so cost effectively. The time and expense involved in conducthg prosj
epidemiological studies is often prohibitive; thus, it is usually necess

make use of extant data. While many database software programs exist to aid in the c
and organization of data and many statistical analysis packages exist to analyze tha
there is a paucity of programming designed to interface between those two sta;
assisting in linking database records. Individual research groups must devise meth
integrating data from various sources, but these methods can be labor intensive and d
to generalize.

When record linkage is achieved, the researcher continues to face problems c
extraction. Manipulating subsets of data in statistical analysis packages is ext
difficult; the researcher must collapse records, drop observations, stratif variables,
for missing data, and merge datasets in either a long, difficult-to-read program, or i
of commands that are difficult to retrace. There is no easy way to visualize the order
applied criteria and the results of those applications.

Integrated Solutions, Inc (ISI) envisions a software application that would
researchers in applying exclusion and inclusion criteria, merging and splitting r
or datasets, generating reports about data quality, documenting attempted
configurations, visualizing the process and results, and exporting datasets to sta
analysis packages.

ISI is in a unique position to develop such an application for Air Force cancer resea
ISI’s core technology, referred to as InfoSentineliI*, is a pre-packaged logic engii
eliminates the need for programming between database and application interfaces. Ii
developers concentrate on building the required software features (referred to as “bu
or “domain” logic) and the time span of the development process is significantly ret

Out of 23 technology vendors, ISI’s technology and design approach was given thc
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) award sponsored by the Department of C
under the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) for Phase I, Phase II and Enhanc
work. Moreover, since ISI’s inception in 1995, ISI has provided many successful so
for customers with a high regard for business ethics and integrity while delivering o
and within budget.

AFRL Requirement
A significant hindrance for military cancer studies is the lack of links between the

outcomes database (Automated Central Tumor Registry) and the personnel dal
(Air Force Personnel Center Personnel Database and Defense Manpower Data
Database). Linking stovepipe cancer and relevant personnel data must be done ma
which is an extremely cumbersome and time-consuming process.

A software solution that expedites the path from data collection to data analy
be critical in improving response time from concluding the study to impleit
protective measures that prevent disease. In addition, the SBIR enhancement
supports data privacy and accountability where data de-identification is highligh
real-time operations.

ISI Technology a Products
InfoSentinel seamlessly bridges disconnected silos of data. In addition,

databases can be added and configured. ISI answers these unmet needs by autoffl

‘InfoSentinel is a registered trademark of ASIFT Software LLC. ASIFT Software is ISIs product company sinC
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